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A.

Karl-Heinz Ladeur – undoubtedly one of the most original and inspiring minds in contemporary legal scholarship – characterizes his “postmodern legal theory” further developing Niklas Luhmann’s systems theory of law as resulting from “thinking in networks.” This reference to the network concept implies at least two different meanings.

First, from a sociological perspective, the expression may be understood to describe a process of observation and operation within empirically detectable network structures in the real world. In this sense, it denotes a way of thinking that reconstructs certain developments of modern society ascertained from a social science perspective – most importantly the basic transformation of society from a “society of individuals” via a
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5 See Niklas Luhmann, Law as a Social System (Fatima Kastner et al. eds., Klaus A. Ziegert trans., 2004); id., A SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY OF LAW (Elizabeth King-Utz & Martin Albro trans., 1985).


7 For other uses of the network concept in the social sciences compare the overview in Gunnar Folke Schuppert, Verwaltungswissenschaft. Verwaltung, Verwaltungsrecht, Verwaltungslehre 384-391 (2000).
“society of organizations” to a “society of networks”\(^5\) – within the legal system. Ladeur initially pursued such an approach on the level of general jurisprudence. Here, he prominently intervened in the debates on the impasse of constitutional “balancing”\(^6\) and the crisis of the “regulatory state,”\(^7\) advocating an idea of “procedural law”\(^8\) that doubts a direct steering capacity of state and law. Later, Ladeur more specifically concentrated on the areas of media law\(^9\) and environmental law.\(^10\) Here again, his work follows the same approach. In a first step, it points at specific socio-historic givens and their evolution – especially the rise of knowledge as the most important social capital and the growing importance of risk assessment\(^11\) – before, in a second step, submitting proposals for solving the ensuing legal problems, especially by readjusting constitutional doctrine toward the formulation of “collision rules”\(^12\) that allow for reconciling conflicting social rationalities. Recently, Ladeur analyzed the evolution of European, international and transnational law in a similar vein. Again, he first undertook an effort to grasp the social developments that are all too simply


\(^{7}\) See generally Dilemmas of Law in the Welfare State (Gunther Teubner ed., 1986).


\(^{9}\) See Karl-Heinz Ladeur, Das Mediennrecht und die Ökonomie der Aufmerksamkeit. In Sachen Dieter Bohlen, Maxim Biller, Caroline von Monaco u.a. (2007).

\(^{10}\) See Ladeur, supra note 2; id., Coping with Uncertainty: Ecological Risks and the Proceduralization of Environmental Law, in Environmental Law and Ecological Responsibility. The Concept and Practice of Ecological Self-Organization 299 (Gunther Teubner et al. eds., 1994).


expressed in catchphrases such as “globalization”\textsuperscript{13} and “global governance”\textsuperscript{14} as its political counterpart, before offering responses for the emerging legal challenges which can no longer be coped with by traditional institutions. Thus he strongly influenced the discussion of “European administrative law”\textsuperscript{15} and, more generally, the finality of European\textsuperscript{16} and global integration\textsuperscript{17} which he recognizes in a “network of networks” of heterarchial private relationships and public institutions observing, influencing and reflecting each other. In the future, this approach will be further elaborated in the context of an evolving “global administrative law.”\textsuperscript{18}

Both Ladeur’s sociological diagnosis and legal cure generally assume an increase of social “complexity” combined with an ubiquitous loss of “certainty.”\textsuperscript{19} In this view, (post-)modern society no longer disposes of any central point of reference. Allegedly, there is no superior authority substituting for religion or political ideologies of the past, such as Marxism, that offered a unitary interpretation of society as whole. Rather, since a multitude of incompatible perspectives are concurring, society may only be described negatively, as the product of a process of disintegration. Society differentiates into various different social subsystems that follow their own rationalities and cannot be reduced to a single common basis. This process of societal pluralization and fragmentation is further reinforced by its own dynamics. Ladeur does


\textsuperscript{17} See Karl-Heinz Ladeur, Globalization and the Conversion of Democracy to Polycentric Networks: Can Democracy Survive the End of the Nation-State?, in Public Governance in the Age of Globalization 89 (Karl-Heinz Ladeur ed., 2004).


not bemoan it, but accepts it as an irreversible fact that needs to be addressed productively.\textsuperscript{20}

But Ladeur’s “thinking in networks” implies yet another, theoretically enhanced, component that transcends the sociological perspective. In this second sense, the expression describes the mode of thinking itself and thus constitutes an epistemological concept. The network concept as mindset relinquishes any sort of theoretical design grounded in a rationality of last resort. In contrast to blueprints of society which, but for their “post” prefix,\textsuperscript{21} may still be classified as metaphysical both in their claim and content, Ladeur employs a concept of “relational rationality”\textsuperscript{22} that can no longer be vertically traced back to last principles, not even of transcendental-pragmatical provenance, but that is self-stabilizing through multiple horizontal relationships. However, Ladeur does not isolate this cognitivist perspective from the sociological approach in unfolding his legal theory. Rather, he blends both perspectives by referring to a “social epistemology,”\textsuperscript{23} i.e. an epistemological process that becomes manifest within and among various social relations. Both perspectives converge in a common aim: They paradoxically strive at “accepting uncertainty” by developing an “ecological” concept of law\textsuperscript{24} that makes law responsive to its social environment by “injecting” difference to the seemingly identical system. In this sense, the identity of the legal system may only be perceived through its difference from its social environment. This process is generated by practice. What is decisive is the operative character of the emergent networks that can be observed.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{B.}

The following contributions pay tribute to the network concept in Ladeur’s oeuvre and in legal theory more generally. From different perspectives, they elucidate both the epistemological background of the conception and empirical phenomena that may only be adequately captured by employing a network terminology.


\textsuperscript{23} See Karl-Heinz Ladeur, \textit{Der STAAT GEGEN DIE GESELLSCHAFT} (2006), 3-5.


\textsuperscript{25} See also Niklas Luhmann, \textit{Social Systems} (John Bednarz & Dirk Baeker trans., 1996).
A Tribute to Karl-Heinz Ladeur

We are happy for the opportunity to bring together a group of such interesting contributions dedicated to the exploration, commenting and celebration of one of Germany’s most interesting public law scholars who has contributed to the German Law Journal’s transnational legal discourse on more than one occasion. True to Ladeur’s untiring engagement with arising challenges in legal doctrine and theory, the contributors to the Special Issue in his name eagerly confront the questions that any attempt at defining and conceiving of legal regulation is raising today. A striking feature of Ladeur’s and the contributing authors’ scholarship is the thematic and linguistic open-mindedness and receptiveness with which work published in neighbouring fields and languages is assessed and incorporated. Those writing to celebrate Ladeur follow in his footsteps at bringing diverse literatures to the table for a series of thorough and insightful discussion of themes central to Ladeur’s work. We are particularly pleased to be able to distribute these articles through the German Law Journal, trusting in its transnational readership’s interest in sharing with us our fondness, respect and admiration of Ladeur’s work and the appreciation of those writing to celebrate his contribution to legal and regulatory theory, administrative, environmental and EU law.
